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 Enjoy. At the end of a very long day, Stuart Little the infant goes for a midnight sleep. However, his quest to sleep peacefully will change his life forever. In a place of freedom, where nobody can see him, Stuart encounters a friendly dog named Spot. With help from Spot and an unusual pack of forest friends, Stuart Little sets out to find his real parents. It is a quest that will take him to many lands
and a variety of animals. DVD Quality Genre Horror, Kids Country France Language Hindi Year 2002 Runtime 104 Color Storyline A little boy searches for his real parents in this live-action American remake of the 1995 animated movie. Note: This is a DVD version, not a Blu-ray copy. If you would like to buy the Blu-ray version of this movie, click here. About Film Stuart Little is the

heartwarming story of a young boy and his friends who search for their parents. A few years ago, Stuart’s parents went on a family vacation to the country, but they never came home. Stuart Little is the infant who dreams of seeing his parents again and wants to see if he can’t find his real parents. He meets a friendly dog named Spot who tells him that he’s from the forest. Spot gives Stuart Little the
courage to go to the city where he finds his new friends. But even though they’ve found a new family, Stuart has doubts about himself. He has no place to call home and feels out of place in this big city. One night, Stuart Little’s quest to find his real parents takes a turn for the worst when a bad man named Mr. Mac makes a new friend who promises to help him return to his family. Stuart Little has no

other choice than to run away and try to find his real parents again. Special Features Commentary by the Director Alternate Endings Press Kit Tucker, a blue spaniel, doesn’t want to be a pet because he was a stray dog. The veterinarian calls him a menace. He hears his mother speaking to him in the phone and vows to find her. In his way to meet her, he rescues a man who is kidnapped. Tucker has
nothing but bad luck. At last, he finds his 82157476af
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